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This holiday-inspired ring was created using Vintaj patinas in Jade Green and Garnet Red to embellish an antiqued filigree

stamping. The design is adjustable to fit most ring sizes.

What You'll Need

Antiqued Silver Plated Etruscan Swirl Filigree Stamping 68x22mm (1)

SKU: PND-5734

Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Patina Opaque Permanent Ink - Jade Green - 0.5 Ounce Bottle

SKU: XTL-9065

Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Patina Opaque Permanent Ink - Garnet Red - 0.5 Ounce Bottle

SKU: XTL-9079

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-880] ICE Resin, Angled Paint Brushes for ICED Enamels & Paper Sealant, 6 Pack,

[XTL-0032] Wubbers Bail Making Jewelry Pliers - Large 7mm & 9mm Size, [XTL-0153] Solid

Steel Metal Ring Sizing Mandrel 1-15 Wire Wrapping Tool, [XTL-0151] Metal Ring Sizer/Great

For Jewelry Shows & Custom Fit - Standard Sizing

Instructions

This ring is adjustable to fit most sizes.

1. If you do not already know your ring size, measure it using a ring sizer or go to a jewelry store and ask them to measure your finger. This ring is
adjustable, so you will have some room to work with.

2. To see how to form your ring, please watch the video: How to Make an Adjustable Filigree Ring. Using what you have learned in the video, find the
corresponding number on the ring mandrel to match your ring size. Line the mid point of the filigree width with that number on the mandrel. Using the
pressure of your fingers, mold the filigree around the mandrel to form your ring. You can also use bail making pliers to gently curve the edges of the metal,
as shown in the video.

3. Using a paint brush, apply a small amount of Garnet Vintaj patina to the four central circles of your filigree. Blot the patina with a paper towel until you are
satisfied with the color.

4. Rinse the paint brush thoroughly.

5. Apply a small amount of Jade Vintaj patina to the surrounding area of your filigree, avoiding the outer edges of the design (see photo for reference).
Again, blot the patina to achieve your desired hue.

6. Allow your ring to dry for at least 10 minutes. Enjoy!
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